
PRESS RELEASE POSITIVE SUMMIT

Positive Summit launches the Stockholm Pledge and Sovereign Carbon to 
reverse deforestation and achieve the Paris Agreement at speed and scale

• Launched the Stockholm Pledge to help countries, cities, companies and citizens to go beyond net-zero, 
and increase ambitions for the Paris Agreement by being Climate Positive.

• Sovereign Carbon was presented by the Coalition of Rainforest Nations to provide financial capital at 
speed and scale to countries.

• Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Environment and Sustainable Development from Democratic of 
Congo, and Environment Minister from Gabon showed how they are planning to be Climate Positive and 
how people can already purchase UNFCCC REDD+ to protect the Congo Basin rainforest.

Stockholm - June 10, 2022 - As an official event of Stockholm+50, the Positive Summit attracted more than 
150 businesses and 2 Environment Ministers from Africa, to discuss how countries, cities, companies and 
citizens can become climate and nature positive.

The event started with a workshop with 20 leading experts in carbon removals, markets and accounting to 
discuss how companies can go beyond net-zero to achieve the Paris Agreement. After a 2-hour session, this 
group issued the Stockholm Pledge, which aims to have a universal definition of Climate Positive this year 
and invites everyone to join this global movement and go beyond net-zero emissions.

During the main summit Her Excellency Eve Bazaiba, Minister for Environment, Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, & Lee White CBE, Minister for Environment, Gabon explained how their countries are planning to 
become Climate Positive and that without protecting the Congo Basin rainforest, we cannot meet the Paris 
Agreement. « If you buy Gabonese REDD+ sovereign carbon credits, you can be sure you have paid for the 
absolute removal of CO2 from the atmosphere and that there has been no emission leakage – all the carbon 
emission and absorptions have been accounted for within Gabon’s national greenhouse gas inventory ». 
Professor Lee White, CBE, Minister of Water, Forest, the Sea and Environment, Gabon 

The Positive Summit also saw Kevin Conrad, Executive Director of the Coalition for Rainforest Nations 
launch the concept of Sovereign Carbon: carbon credits issued by countries in line with the Paris Agreement. 
The first ones have been issued this year through REDD.plus and will be featured at the UNFCCC COP27 in 
Egypt. “The recent science is clear — it’s too late for isolated projects. The Paris agreement requires ‘the 
highest scale possible’. UNFCCC REDD+ is national in speed and scale. Without rainforests, 1.5 degree is 
impossible. Time is running out.” said Kevin Conrad.

Delegates also heard about the Nordic’s perspectives on carbon markets, and how to integrate data and 
tech with Marco Rodzynek, CEO, Data Alliance. “This was a highly successful multi-stakeholder meeting 
focused on developing and scaling climate solutions to protect nature and modernize our regulatory and 
financial frameworks.”

The Positive Summit aims to carry both the Stockholm Pledge and Sovereign Carbon on the road to COP27 
in Egypt this November, and showcase both initiatives to help achieve the Paris Agreement, and help the 
Egyptian government focus its success on two priorities: nature and finance in Africa. “The focus for this 
year’s COP27 will be Africa, so we are delighted to carry these two initiatives to accelerate finance for nature 
at speed and scale” Michael Mathres, Director, Fund Nature

Partners & Sponsors
Fund Nature, Coalition for Rainforest Nations, MAX Burgers, Noah Advisors, ZeroMission, World Climate Foundation, 
Impact Hub Stockholm.

About the Positive Summit
The Positive Summit aims to offer business, finance and tech solutions to accelerate our transition for a climate, nature, 
and planet positive future. It is based on the concepts of going Beyond Net-Zero. In light of the 50th Anniversary of the 
United Nations Environment Summit (Stockholm+50), the summit discussed how can we make all this happen and make 
sure that the next 50 years are sustainable. How we can go Beyond Net-Zero and contribute all we can to meet the Paris 
Agreement climate targets. The Positive Summit is an official side event of Stockholm+50.

Contact: Positive Summit Michael Mathres michael@fund-nature.com or Stockholm Pledge Ashley Farber, 
ashley.farber@zeromission.se - END - 
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